1. The system of Yugoslav import and export restrictions was described in detail in the basic document for the 1961 review, L/1494, which contained also complete lists of products subject to the controls. Some of the points in that document were clarified during that review and a summary description was given in the Working Party report (see BISD, Tenth Supplement, pages 64-65).

2. Changes in 1962 in the import and export controls have been described by the Yugoslav authorities on pages 6-8 of L/1877, and modifications of the lists are noted on pages 26-28 of that document.

3. The attached lists are revisions of the 1961 lists (in L/1494), taking account of these 1962 modifications. The purpose of this paper is to provide the Working Party with an indication of the scale of the Yugoslav import restrictions, which are applied for balance-of-payments reasons, and of the export restrictions.
I. LIST OF GOODS WHICH MAY BE IMPORTED FREELY

(a) Raw materials

- Pulverized coal for coke-making
- Graphite electrodes
- Aviation petrol
- Petroleum coke
- High activity lamp black
- Brightstock oil
- Transformer oil
- Wolfram concentrate
- Manganese ore
- Magnesium
- Wolfram and molybdenum filaments
- Kaolin
- Graphite
- Calcinated clay
- Crude clay containing over 40 per cent of $\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3$ and less than 40 per cent of $\text{Fe}_2\text{O}_3$
- Natural cryolite
- Natural fluorine
- Graphite crucibles
- Optical and semi-optical glass for industrial use
- Raw phosphate
- Sulphur
- Tetraethyl lead
- Flotation agents except xanthates
- Caustic soda
- Calcinated soda
- Silicium carbide
- Sodium sulphite
- Rutile
- Agents and solvents for the petroleum industry
- Phosphates for detergents
- Dodezylbenzolsulphonate
- Glue for the timber industry
- Non-sensitized films
- Crude barium monoxide for photography
- Crystals for the electronic industries
- Cellulose sulphite
- Natron paper
- Cotton to be carded or combed
- Combed mad-made fibres (tops)
Wool and noils
Rags and waste of wool
Flax fibres
Jute fibres
Sisal fibres
Manila fibres and other hard fibres
Cotton yarns
Staple fibre yarns
Wool yarns
Metalized yarns
Technical felt
Man-made threads for shoe-making
Seaweed
Rabbit hair
Horsehair and crinol
Bolting-silk
Raffia
Spun yarn for hosiery
Cotton waste
Large raw hides
Small raw hides
Natural, synthetic and regenerated rubber
Revertex and latex
Copra and coconut seeds
Linseed for industrial use
Sea fish for the preserves industry
Cork
Tops
Double emulsioned film
Cedar boards for pencils

(b) Articles of current consumption

Exotic fruits (except citrus fruits, oranges, lemons and tangerines) tea and spices
Coconut flour
Cod
Food products for infants and children
Fruit and vegetable juice with and without sugar, unfermented and non-alcoholic
Mineral waters (medicinal and other)
Strong alcoholic beverages, fine and aromatic wines, champagne and beer
Tobacco products, extracts and essence of tobacco
Unexposed colour films and coloured paper
Products for the development of coloured films and paper
Fine paints for artists
II. LIST OF GOODS IMPORTED UNDER LIBERALIZED LICENCE

Scraps and pieces of copper and copper alloys  
Iron ores above 42 per cent Fe  
Grey iron castings  
Combed wool textiles  
Cocoa butter  
Tallow  
Palm oil, coconut oil and linseed oil  
Autocord  
Crude petroleum  
Raw and cured tobacco

III. LIST OF GOODS SUBJECT TO IMPORT QUOTAS

(a) Raw materials and semi-manufactured products

Aluminium  
Electrolytic copper  
Nickel  
Chrome ores  
Rolled and drawn iron products  
White iron castings  
Scrap iron  
Coke, coke dust  
Anthracite  
Coal  
Fuel oil  
Nitrogenous fertilizers  
Potassium fertilizers  
Cement  
Klinger (raw material for cement)  
Tin and tin alloys  
Asbestos fibres  
Tyres and inner tubes  
Fodder  
Pigs for the canning industry  
Sawn wood (resinous trees)  
Soya  
Newsprint  
Raw materials for the pharmaceutical industry  
Leather goods  
Ball bearings  
Ferro-alloys  
Casein, nytro and aniline dyes for leather; direct regular and direct durable dyes, regular acid dyes and acid chrome dyes; dyes for semi-wool; sulphur dyes  
Liquid chloride  
Hydrochloric acid  
Trichlorethylene  
Kalium iodide  
Colophony (rosin)
(b) **Articles of current consumption**

Articles of minerals, metals and plastic materials for domestic use
Trimmings, jewellery, novelties and chemical products for personal use
Musical instruments, parts and accessories, photographic cameras,
   accessories and chemical products for photography, articles for hunting,
   fishing and sport
Bicycles, parts, accessories, tyres and inner tubes
Paper articles, articles for writing and drawing for personal use
Radio sets of all kinds including transistors, with the exception of parts
Portable electric radiators for domestic use
Electric radiators for domestic use
Electric ranges
Electric smoothing irons without regulator
Electric lamp bulbs for domestic use
Electric stoves for domestic use, except parts and accessories
Domestic washing machines, except parts and accessories
Domestic refrigerators, except parts and accessories
Television sets, except parts and accessories
Miscellaneous electric and electro-acoustic appliances for domestic use with parts and accessories
Textile goods and footwear of leather and rubber
Pharmaceutical products, medical instruments and sanitary material
Films and expendable material for cinema projectors
Paper for ordinary films and ordinary unexposed films, except cinema ribbon and films for X-rays
Coffee and other food products not mentioned in the list of articles for free importation
Books, periodicals and musical scores
IV. LIST OF IMPORTS SUBJECT TO RESTRICTIVE LICENCE

(a) Raw materials and semi-manufactured products

- Petrol for motors, except aviation petrol
- Chemical products and radio-active isotopes
- Creosote oil
- Phosphate fertilizers

(b) Articles of current consumption

- Sewing machines and sewing machine heads
- Typewriters
- Salt

(c) Equipment goods

- Railway rolling stock except electric and diesel locomotives
- Excavators and tractors
- Trailers of all kinds
- Tramways, trolleybuses and their trailers
- Refrigerating material and air-conditioning installations
- Machines for the chemical cleaning and pressing of textiles
- Cotton and wool weaving looms and machinery for spinning-mills
- Agricultural machinery (tractors, combines, accessory material and ensilage machines)
- Motor vehicles of all kinds including motor-bicycles
- Chassis for motor cars, lorries and buses
- Internal combustion engines
- Cash registers
- Steel ropes
- Chains for ships
- Spark plugs
- Adding machines
- Machines for leather and rubber industry
- Various kinds of tools
- Cement
- Clinker
- Flat glass
- Building machines
- Equipment and machines for mills and milling industries
- Drilling machines
- Electric generators
- Transformers
- All kinds of accumulators, except photo accumulators
- Switch boards - fully equipped
- Control boards - fully equipped
- Control sections - fully equipped
- Condensers 000 £
V. LIST OF GOODS SUBJECT TO EXPORT QUOTAS

(a) Industrial products

Rolled products
Electrolytic zinc
Silver
Bismuth
Mercury
Cement
Enamelled tableware
Sodium hydroxide
Carbonate of soda
Sawn wood (resinous trees)
Natron paper
Cardboard
Tarred paper
Wrapping paper
Writing and printing paper
Fine paper (except cigarette paper)
Cotton stuffs and cloths of staple fibre

(b) Agricultural products

Lucern and clover seed
Vetch seed
Seed of feeding peas
Beans
Eggs
Live pigs
Pork
Foals and foal meat
VI. LISTS OF GOODS SUBJECT TO EXPORT LICENCES

(a) Industrial Articles

- Scrap iron
- Iron scraps
- Old machinery
- White and grey iron castings
- Girders
- Crude steel
- Sheet iron of all kinds and scraps of sheet iron
- Welded tubes
- Ferro-molybdenum
- Calcium molybdate
- Molybdenum concentrate
- Ferro-wolfram
- Selenium
- Electrolytic copper
- Crude zinc
- Scrap paper
- Newsprint
- Woollen yarn
- Small raw hides
- Large raw hides
- Box-calf
- Flour of all kinds
- Lard
- Butter
- Melted butter
- Unrendered pig fat
- Tallow
- Edible oil
- Powdered milk
- Blood flour
- Fish flour
- Meat and bone flour
- Concentrated and mixed fodder
- Bran
- Sugar
- Dry slices of sugar beet
- Oil cake except that made of poppy-seed and imported linseed
- Rough timber
- Wood for fuel: resinous, chestnut, oak
- Resinous wood for cellulose
- Tannin wood: chestnut and oak
- Technical reconstituted wood of all kinds
(b) Agricultural products

Wheat
Oats
Rye
Barley
Meslin (mixed wheat and rye)
Seed of hybrid maize
Linseed
Soya
Rapeseed
Sunflower seed
Seed onions
Hempseed
Calves and veal up to six months